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NEWLY LAUNCHED ANET’S COLLECTION  
SELECTED TO PARTICIPATE IN 67TH EMMY AWARDS GIFTTING LOUNGE 

 
STUNNING T-SHIRTS FEATURE ORIGINAL WORKS OF LOS ANGELES-BASED ARTIST ANET ABNOUS 

 

(Los Angeles – September 2015)  Anet’s Collection is proud to announce that its original T-shirts will be included in 
the celebrity gifting lounge at the 67th Annual Primetime Emmy Awards on September 20th, 2015. The gift bags 
include a variety of high-end merchandise, including Anet’s Collection apparel, and will be available to both 
presenters and nominees during the television industry’s most distinguished night of the year. 
 
Launched in August 2015, Anet’s Collection is artist Anet Abnous’ vision of merging fine art, fashion and 
storytelling through what she calls “wearable art.”  Her work explores physical, emotional, and spiritual constraint 
through the lens of the female experience. She created Anet’s Collection, which includes women’s T-shirts and 
metallic notecards, as a way to celebrate both womanhood and art in a more accessible way.  
 
“I wanted to share my art on a larger scale, but I chose to do it through apparel and note cards instead of posters,” 
she says. “That way, my stories move from place to place. They transform and change, just as I change, people 
change, and women change.” Regarding the selection of Anet’s Collection as a 67th Emmy Awards gift bag 
participant, she says, “I can’t think of a better platform to share this idea than with those who act and transform 
themselves every day, as an art form. We are honored to be included.” 
 
Anet’s full portfolio of work can be viewed at AnetAbnous.com, and the collection of wearable art is available for 
purchase exclusively through AnetsCollection.com. 
  
About the Artist 

Born and raised in Iran during the Islamic revolution of the 1970’s, Armenian artist Anet Abnous creates deeply 

compelling abstracts that symbolize women’s liberation.  
 

With the female figure as her muse, she juxtaposes the colors and details of traditional Armenian costumes and art 

with the subdued black veils of Islamic oppression. Her paintings are housed in private collections and have been 

showcased in galleries in New York, Rhode Island, California, and Korea. 

  

An ardent supporter of women-centered causes, Anet co-curated Manhattan’s first Armenian female art exhibition 

in 2007, bringing together talented artists from Armenia, Syria and the U.S. She has also shown in galleries with the 

mission of ending violence against women. Her work is on display online at AnetAbnous.com and now comes to life 

as wearable art on AnetsCollection.com. 
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